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THE STATUS OF CARANGID FISHERY AT VIZHINJAM, TRIVANDRUM COAST 
DURING 1979-'88 
P. N. Radhakrishnan Nalr 
Kaktnada Research Centre of CMFRI, Kaktnada - 533 004 
Introduction 
The carangid fishery in India during the 
decade 1979-'88, which had been yielding 64,877 
tonnes annually, formed 4.3% of the average 
annual marine fish production of the country. 
The statewise analysis during the period showed 
that 25% of the country's carangid catch came 
from Kerala state, where its average annual catch 
was 11,176 t forming 3.4% of the total fish 
production. At Vizhinjam in Thlruvananthapu-
ram district, where fishing activities are carried 
out thorough out the year, carangids are landed 
during all the months in one or the other types 
of gears. It formed one of the major pelagic fish 
resources in this area constituting 13.5% of the 
centre's total marine fish catch during 1979-'88. 
Some earlier studies had shown that carangids 
formed 13.3% in 1968-'79 and 15.5% in 1981-
'85 periods. The status of carangid fishery at 
Vizhinjam during the decade 1979-'88 is evalu-
ated in the present account. 
Fishing crafts and gears 
The crafts used at Vizhinjam were tradi-
tional catamarans, dugout canoes, plankbuilt 
boats, etc. A few 32' boats with inboard engines 
were also engaged in drift net fishing since 1981. 
In 1983 traditional crafts fitted with outboard 
motors started operation, and their number 
increased considerably in the subsequent years. 
Consequently, a decline in the effort by non-
motorised traditional crafts was noticeable from 
1984 onwards. As a result of motorisation, the 
area of fishing was extended to 20-25 km off 
Vizhinjam coast at a depth range of 60-80 m, 
whereas the traditional crafts were confined to 
the 10 km range from the shore at a depth of 40-
50 m. 
In the absence of trawl fishing, a variety of 
traditional gears were operated in this centre to 
exploit the fish resources, both pelagic and 
demersal, in different seasons depending on the 
types of fish available and the seasonal climatic 
changes. These Included drift nets, other gill 
nets, hooks & lines, shore seines and boat seine. 
Each unit of hooks and line consists of 25-50 
hooks, the size of which depends on the size of 
the target species. In drift nets, generally large 
sized carangid species were caught. In addition 
to these, boat seines, shore seines, chala vala (gill 
net) and konchu vala (bottom set gill net) were 
also operated every year depending on the 
seasons. Of all these, hooks & line and drift nets 
were found to be the effective gears in carangid 
fishery. In the present account, a fishing trip was 
considered as a unit of effort and hooks & line 
of the non- motorised sector, which was operated 
in all the years and fetched relatively higher catch 
rate, was selected as the standard gear for 
carangids. 
Annual production 
The fishery data on carangids collected over 
a period often years during 1979-'88 from Vizhin-
jam fish landing centre were analysed and the 
results are presented in Fig. 1, which shows the 
trend of annual standard effort, catch and catch 
per standard effort (C/SE) along with annual 
averages and the annual percentage of carangids 
in relation to total fish catch. 
The total catch during the decade was 
estimated to 9,214 tonnes forming 13.5% of the 
total fish landing of the centre (Fig. 1C). The 
annual catch ranged from 559 t in 1979 to 1,494 
t in 1983 with the annual average at 9211. From 
1979 to 1982 the catch fluctuated between 559 
t and 652 t and thereafter, a drastic increase was 
noticeable in 1983 forming 1,494 t. In 1984, 
again it evinced a slight decline to 1,088 t and 
afterwards remained without much change till 
1987. In 1988 it again declined to 963 t. 
The percentage contribution of carangids 
ranged from 9.6 in 1979 to 23 in 1984 (Fig. IB) 
and the annual C/SE from 3.5 kg In 1987 to 10 
kg in 1984. The reason for the increased catch, 
noticed from 1983 onwards, may be attributed to 
the motorisation of traditional crafts. 
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Fig. 1. Annual carangld landings at Vlzhinjam : A - Catch 
(Tonnes), standard effort (SE) and C/SE (kg) in 
different years; B - Percentage of carangids in total 
fish catch; C - Percentage of average annual carangid 
catch. 
Seasonal trend 
Carangids formed a fishery throughout the 
year at Vizhinjam. The monthwise average catch, 
standard effort and C/SE are shown in Fig. 2. 
The average monthly catch ranged from 36 t in 
February to 1641 in September with an estimated 
catch rate of 77 t per month. The fishery, which 
fluctuated between 36 t in February and 81 t in 
May during the first half of the year (January to 
June), showed a steady increase from July 
onwards and reached the peak in September. 
Thereafter, it again decreased to 108 t in October 
and 50 t in November. December recorded a 
slight increase over that of November. The 
monthly contribution to the annual catch (Fig. 2-
inset) shows that more than 50% of it was landed 
in four months period, from July to October, 
indicating the peak season for the fishery. The 
C/SE ranged from 2.3 kg in February to 9.7 kg 
in September with an overall monthly C/SE of 5.4 
kg. The seasonal abundance of total carangid 
catch, as indicated by C/SE, is presented in 
Fig. 8A. 
Gearwise production 
Carangids were caught in all types of gears 
such as drift nets, hooks & line (both traditional 
and motorised sectors), boat seine, shore seine 
and gill nets (chala vala & konchu vala). The 
percentage contribution by these gears to the 
annual carangid catch is presented in Fig. 3. 
More than 50% of the average annual catch 
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Fig. 2. Seasonal trend of carangid catch during 1979-'88. 
Inset - monthly percentage contribution. 
(53.6%) came from hooks & lines and there too 
the traditional sector contributed to 33.7%. This 
was followed by boat seines (21.1%) and drift nets 
(20.6% - with 7.8% and 12.8% by the traditional 
and the motorised sectors respectively). The rest 
of the catch was contributed by konchu vala 
(2.8%). chala vala (1.1%) and shore seines (0.8%). 
The trend in the gearwise annual catch, effort and 
C/SE and their seasonal fluctuations are pre-
sented in Figs. 4-7. 
Drift nets 
This was operated in the traditional as well 
as motorised sectors. Its operation in the latter 
sector was started in 1981, and it contributed 
62% to the total drift net catch (Fig. 4E). 
Traditional sector: The annual effort in this 
sector of drift net ranged from 2,097 units in 
1987 to 21,802 in 1980 with an average of 11,664 
units per year. From 1980, it gradually declined 
in successive years to a minimum in 1987 and 
thereafter increased slightly in 1988. Maximum 
catch (132.8 t) was recorded in 1980 and 
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Fig. 3. Annual gear-wise contribution to carangld catch 
during 1979-'88 with annual average In the centre. 
minimum (20.6 t) in 1988 with the annual 
average at 72.2 t. The catch showed a downward 
trend from 1983 onwards concomitant with the 
decrease in effort. The C/E fluctuated till 1984 
and showed a steady increase thereafter, except 
for 1988. The C/E ranged from 4.5 kg in 1981 
to 12.3 kg In 1987 with an annual average value 
of around 6.2 kg (Fig. 4A). Carangids formed 
15.9% of the total fish catch in drift net of this 
sector (Fig. 4A - inset). 
During monsoon season (July-August) this 
fishery was not in operation. The seasonal trend 
(Fig. 4B) showed minimum and maximum 
catches in June (1.7 t) and in October (17.6 t) 
respectively. During January to May, the catch 
was higher than the monthly average value. The 
catch as well as the catch rate showed significant 
increase during September to November. The 
season of abundance, as may be seen in Fig. 8B, 
was from September to January. 
Motorised sector : The drift net operation 
in this sector started in 1981, and the number 
of effort showed a sharp increase since 1985 (Fig. 
4C). Similar increase in catch as well as C/E was 
noticed in these years. The effort was minimum 
in 1982 (657 units) and maximum In 1988 
(28,387 units), with annual average of 13,784 
units. The minimum and maximum catches were 
observed In 1982 (4.1 t) and 1987 (371.9 t) 
respectively, with average at 147.4 t per year. 
During 1985 to 1988 the annual catch was much 
higher than that of the previous years. The 
C/E ranged between 6.3 kg in 1982 and 13.8 kg 
in 1987. 16.4% of the total catch in this sector 
was constituted by carangids (Fig. 4C - Inset). 
The seasonal trend (Fig. 4D) showed that 
the catch and catch rates declined steadily till 
March, and thereafter fluctuated till August. 
During September to November, the catch was 
well above the level of monthly average with a 
peak in October. The catch rate fluctuated 
between 5 kg in June and 18 kg in January. The 
effort was higher in September to November with 
a maximum in October. The seasonal abundance 
(Fig. 8C) showed greater catch rates from July to 
January. 
Hooks & line 
This was identified as the effective gear for 
carangids, landing 53.6% of its total annual 
catch. Operation of this gear from the motorised 
Fig. 4. Carangid catch in drift net : A - Annual catch in 
traditional sector (inset - % of carangids); B -
Seasonal trend in traditional sector; C - Annual catch 
.in motorised sector (inset - % of carangids); D -
Seasonal trend in motorised sector; E - Percentage 
contribution of carangids by traditional and motor-
ised sectors. 
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crafts was started in 1983. Nearly 63% of the 
carangid catch of hooks & line came from its 
traditional sector and the rest from motorised 
sector (Fig. 5E). 
Traditional sector: The annual effort, catch 
and C/E (Fig. 5A) show that this gear was 
operated in all the years. The minimum and the 
maximum effort was noticed in 1987 and 1982 
respectively with an average of 50,363 units per 
year. Since 1983, the effort showed a declining 
trend because of the increase of effort in its 
motorised sector from 1983 onwards. The annual 
catch ranged from 49 t in 1987 to 886 t in 1983. 
The estimated catch per year was 310 t which 
formed nearly 35% of the total catch of the gear 
(Fig. 5A - inset). From 1979 to 1983 the trend 
of catch was increasing and thereafter it declined. 
The average catch rate was estimated to be 6.2 
kg per year, and it ranged between 4.3 kg in 1979 
and 10.5 kg in 1983. 
The seasonal trend (Fig. 5B) show that the 
average monthly effort ranged between 265 in 
June and 5,154 in August with monthly value of 
4,199 units. Effort, higher than the mean, was 
noticed in February to April and August to 
October. The average catch was 26 t per month 
which ranged from 12 t in November to 45 t in 
September. Higher catch, than the mean, was 
recorded in April, May and July to October. The 
C/E ranged from 3.1 kg in February to 10.8 kg 
in July, and it was higher than the mean in May 
to October. The seasonal abundance in terms of 
C/E (Fig. 8D) showed May to September as the 
peak season. 
Motorised sector : After starting in 1983, a 
steady increase was noticed in the number of 
effort in this sector since 1985. The annual effort 
ranged from 5.195 in 1983 to 50,894 in 1988. 
The average catch was 306 t per year forming 
19.9% of the total carangid catch and 20% of the 
catch of the gear (Fig. 5C - inset). The annual 
catch ranged from 1781 in 1983 to 5731 in 1988. 
The average annual C/E was 10.6 kg, which 
ranged from 6.4 kg in 1986 to 34.3 kg in 1983 
(Fig. 5C). 
The seasonal trend of carangid fishery is 
presented in Fig. 5D. The average monthly effort 
varied from 1,527 in April to 3,224 in July with 
a mean effort of 2,410 units per month. Effort, 
was higher than the monthly average which could 
be noticed in July to December. The catch was 
minimum in February (5 t) and maximum in 
September (581) with a mean of 25.5 t per month 
and catch higher than this was recorded in 
January, August-September and in December. 
The monthly C/E fluctuated irregularly between 
2.7 kg In February and 18.5 kg in September. 
March to June and September-October were the 
main carangid fishery seasons (Fig. 8E). 
Boat seine 
This gear was operated almost throughout 
the year, with one or two months gap in some 
years. The annual and seasonal fluctuations of 
effort, catch and C/E are presented in Fig. 6 A 
& B. The average annual effort was 32,665, and 
it ranged from 14,760 in 1988 to 47.794 in 1979. 
Boat seine contributed 21.1% to the annual 
carangid landings and the average catch was 194 
t forming 6% of the gear's total catch (Fig. 6A-
inset). It fluctuated between 34 t in 1988 and 
50 t in 1986. The C/E ranged between 1.9 kg 
in 1982 and 15 kg in 1986, with the annual 
average at 6 kg. 
The average monthly effort was 2,722 units 
with a range of 104 in November to 10,916 in 
July. The peak fishing season was from July to 
September, and the monthly catch fluctuated 
Fig. 5. Carangid catch in hooks & line : A - Annual catch 
in traditional sector (inset - % of carangids); B -
Seasonal trend in traditional sector; C - Annual catch 
in motorised sector (inset - % of carangids) : D -
Seasonal trend in motorised sector; E - Percentage 
contribution by traditional and motorised sectors. 
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Fig. 6. A - Annual carangid catch in boat seine (inset - % 
of carangids), B - Seasonal trend in boat seine, C -
Annual catch of carangids in shore seine (inset - % 
of carangids), D - Seasonal trend in shore seine. 
between 0.8 t in November and 67 t in August 
at a rate of 16 t per month. During July to 
September the catch was more than the monthly 
mean. The C/E was minimum in June (1.5 kg) 
and maximum in September (13 kg). Catch rates 
higher than the annual values were noticed in 
April, August, September and November. The 
season of abundance was August-September (Fig. 
8F). 
Shore seine 
During the south-west monsoon period 
shore seine operation was normally suspended 
due to the rough sea conditions, but a few 
exceptions were noticed in some years. The 
average annual effort was 882 units, which 
ranged from 346 in 1988 to 2,416 in 1979. A 
reduction in the number of effort could be noticed 
every year (Fig. 6C). The average catch was 6.4 
t forming 0.7% of the annual carangid catch and 
13.1% of the gear's total catch (Fig. 6,C - inset). 
The maximum and minimum catches were 
recorded in 1985 (14 t) and in 1984 (1.9 t) 
respectively. The catch decreased from 1979 to 
1988, except for a marked increase in 1985 when 
the C/E also raised to 33.2 kg. In all other years 
C/E fluctuated between 4.5 kg and 9.2 kg. The 
average annual C/E was 7.3 kg (Fig. 6C). 
The seasonal trend is presented in Fig. 6D. 
The effort was maximum in November (145 units) 
and minimum in July (3 units) with monthly 
average at 74 units. Effort higher than the mean 
was noticed in January to April ad November-
December. The catch ranged from 27 kg in July 
to 1.6 t in January at a rate of 0.5 t per month. 
The C/E was between 2.3 kg in June and 12.8 
kg in September. The seasonal abundance (Fig. 
8G) indicated July to January as the major 
season for carangid fishery. 
Chala vala 
The contribution of chala vala to the annual 
carangid catch was 1.1%, though the average 
annual effort was 13,938 units. Operation of this 
gear was normally suspended in July-August 
months due the impact of the south-west 
- monsoon, but 1988 was an exception when a few 
units were operated during this period. The 
annual effort fluctuated between 7,825 in 1987 
and 19,746 in 1981. The average carangid catch 
was 10.5 t per year forming 3.4% of the total fish 
caught in the gear (Fig. 7A - inset). The effort 
as well as the catch fluctuated irregularly leading 
to a corresponding variation in the catch rates, 
which ranged from 0.2 kg in 1986 to 1 kg in 1988 
(Fig. 7A). 
While the monthly effort fluctuated from 16 
units in July to 3,023 in May with a monthly 
average at 1,162 units, the catch varied from 76 
kg in June to 2.8 t in May. Catch greater than 
the month's average (0.9 t) was recorded in 
Fig. 7. Pi. - Annual carangid catch in chala vala (inset - % 
of carangids), B - seasonal trend in chala vala, C -
Annual carangid catch in konchu vala (inset - % of 
carangids), D - Seasonal trend in konchu vala. 
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January, March to May, November and Decem-
ber. The C/E varied between 0.2 kg in February 
and 4.9 kg in July. The catch rate of the gear 
was better in July-August period (Fig. 8H). 
Konchu vala 
It is a seasonal bottom set gill net operated 
mainly to catch prawns during April to June. The 
average annual effort was 7,327 units with a 
range of 3,218 In 1984 to 13,373 in 1979. This 
gear contributed 2.8% to the annual carangid 
catch. On an average 2.6 t of carangids were 
annually landed which formed 20.5% of the gear's 
total catch (Fig. 7C - inset). The minimum and 
maximum catches were observed in 1988 ( l i t ) 
and 1980 (55 t) respectively. C/E fluctuated 
between 1.4 kg in 1988 and 8.8 kg in 1985 with 
annual average at 3.7 kg (Fig. 7C). 
The seasonal trend of effort, catch and 
C/E is presented in Fig. 7D. Effort and catch 
were relatively high in May-June, whereas in 
other months they were far below the monthly av-
erages, which were 611 units and 2.2 t respec-
tively. The monthly effort ranged from 53 units 
in August to 2,952 in May and the catch from 
0.1 t in July to 13 t in May, with nil catch in 
».C»TCHI>ER STANDARD EFFORT l9T»-«8 
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Fig. 8. Seasonal abundance of carangids in different gears 
- an index of catch per unit of effort. 
August. The C/E ranged from 0.4 kg in July to 
6.4 kg in January. The seasonal abundance in 
terms of C/E (Fig. 8-1) showed almost uniform 
trend in all months, except for August when catch 
was nil and for January and July when maximum 
and minimum catch rates were noticed respec-
tively. 
Species composition 
Though a number of species, varying in 
sizes contributed to the carangid fishery at 
Vizhinjam, Decaptems dayi was the predominant 
species. Seasonally, for a short period, D. 
macrosoma and very rarely, a few numbers of D. 
macarellus were observed in the catch. Other 
important species were Atule mate, Selar cru-
menophthahnus and Megalaspts cordylav/ere also 
landed. Many species belonging to the genera 
Caranx, Carangoides, Alepes, Alectis, etc were 
landed, and these were grouped under a common 
head as 'other carangids'. The present observa-
tions are based on the data collected over a period 
of five years during 1984-'88. 
Annual trend 
Yearly species composition is presented in 
Fig. 9A. D. dayi was the dominant single species 
fishery in all the years, except for 1985. It formed 
44.7% of the annual catch with the annual 
percentage ranging from 20 in 1985 to 61.2 in 
1988. Atule mate formed 14.1% annually, which 
varied from 4.2% in 1986 to 33.3% in 1984. Selar 
crumenophthalmus ranked third forming 12.3%. 
Megalaspis cordyla was poorly represented in the 
fishery and it formed only 0.4%, with an yearly 
range between 0.01% in 1988 to 0.8% in 1986. 
The 'other carangids' constituted 28.4% with the 
yearly values ranging from 18.8% in 1988 to 
48.5% in 1985. 
Seasonal trend 
The average monthly species composition 
during 1984-'88 is given in Fig. 9B. Decaptems 
dayi formed 15.1 to 73.2% (December and August 
respectively) whereas Atule mate formed 4% to 
24.6% (January and October respectively). The 
occurrence of Selar crumenophthalmus was 
minimum in June (0.5%) and maximum in 
December (51.1%). M. cordyla was noticed from 
August to December in small quantities (0.04 -
2.2%). The occurrence of 'other carangids' was 
11.7% in July to 41.4% in June. 
Gear-wise species abundance 
The gear-wise analysis showed that (Fig. 
6 
9C) in drift gill net of the traditional sector, the 
'other carangids' dominated forming 41%. D. 
dayi and A. mate formed 23 and 18.6% 
respectively. S. crumenophthalmus formed 17.3% 
and M. cordyla 0.1%. In the motorlsed sector of 
drift gill net, S. crumenophthalmus was the 
dominant species forming 26.9%, but only second 
to 'other carangids' (37.8%). This was followed 
by D. dayi (23.2%), A. mate (11.7%) and M. 
cordyla (0.5%). 
In the hooks & line fishery, the dominant 
species was D. dayt In its traditional sector D. 
dayi formed 38.5% followed by A. mate (36.2%), 
'other carangids' (22.2%), S. crumenophthalmus 
(3%) and M. cordyla (0.1%). In the motorlsed 
sector D. dayi formed 53.1% whereas 'other 
carangids' ranked second (20.6%) followed by 
S. crumenophthalmus (14.6%), A. mate (11%) and 
M. cordyla (0.7%). 
In the boat seine catches, D. dayi domi-
nated forming 67.9% and A. mate 1.2%. 'other 
carangids' with 29% was the second dominant 
group whereas S. crumenophthalmus and M. 
cordyla formed only 1.6% and 0.2% respectively. 
In shore seine 38.9% was formed by 'other 
carangids' and 48.4% by S. crumenophthalmus. 
D. dayi formed only 11.6% and A. mate 1%. In 
Fig. 9. Percentage species composition of carangids in : 
A - different years during 1984-'88, B - different 
months (average) and C - different gears. 
chala vala D. dayi was the dominant single 
species forming 28.3% followed by A. mate 
(13.1%). The rest was contributed by 'other 
carangids'. In konchu vala 'other carangids* 
dominated (70.4%) followed by A. mate (18.5%). 
D. dayi (10.2%) and S. crumenophthalmus (0.9%). 
Impact of memorisation of traditional crafts 
Motorisation of traditional crafts began in 
1983 and its impact on the fishery at Vizhinjam 
was encouraging. A noticeable increase in the 
carangid catch was evident from 1983 onwards. 
The average annul catch, which was only 596.8 
t in 1979-'82, increased to 1.137.8 t by 1983-'88 
period registering 90.8% increase. This may be 
attributed to the motorisation of traditional crafts 
started in 1983. The catch rate of carangids in 
motorlsed drift net during 1983-'88 was 11.4 kg 
as against 6.9 kg in its traditional sector and 10.6 
kg in motorlsed hooks & line as against 8.2 kg 
in its traditional sector. This clearly shows that 
motorisation has yielded more returns to the 
fishermen. The accessibility to far and new 
fishing grounds, beyond the traditional areas, 
coupled with less waste of time in navigational 
purposes seems to be the reasons for higher catch 
rates in motorlsed crafts. 
Conclusions 
A conspicuous increase in the carangid 
catch was noticed since 1983. The average 
annual catch increased by 90.8% in 1983-'88 
period than in 1979-'82. May to October was the 
peak season for carangid fishery at Vizhinjam. 
Motorisation of traditional crafts has resulted in 
an Increase in the catch and catch rates, thereby 
fetching more income to the fishermen. De-
capterus dayi was the dominant species (44.7%) 
followed by A. mate (14.1%) and S. crumenoph-
thalmus (12.3%). The 'other carangids' contrib-
uted to a sizeable quantity (28.4%) to the fishery. 
D. dayi dominated in the catch during July to 
September, A. mate in March to June and S. 
crumenophthalmus in November to February. 
The bottom topography In the fishing 
ground off Vizhinjam is mainly rocky and hence 
is unsuitable for trawl fishing. So, in order to 
trap the rich pelagic fishery resources, it is 
recommended that small sized purse seine or ring 
seine and modern types of synthetic gill nets with 
different mesh sizes to catch fishes of wide size 
ranges, may be introduced at this centre. These 
gill nets, if suitably set in, may be useful to exploit 
even the demersal resources, which otherwise 
remain under exploited. 
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A PRELIMINARY EVALUATION OF DAY AND NIGHT PURSE SEINE FISHERY 
AT MANGALORE, KARNATAKA 
S. Kemparaju, Uma S. Bhat and Alii C. Gupta 
Mangalore Research Centre of CMFRI, MangaJore - 575 001 
Introduction 
Purse seines were introduced along the 
Dakshina Kannada coast of Karnataka State in 
1975 for exploiting the pelagic fish resources. 
Encouraged by the initial successful operation of 
the gear, additional number of units were 
introduced into the fishery, and within a period 
of four years, the fleet strength increased to 80 
at Mangalore. Between 1975 and 1986, the purse 
seiners were operating essentially during day 
time, realising appreciable catch and catch rates. 
However, with further addition of purse seines 
and increasing fishing effort, the catch and catch 
rate started showing declining trend, particularly 
after 1987 (Table 1). This situation made the 
purse seiners of the area to introduce night 
fishing operation after December, although it was 
banned and not practised in earlier years. 
Regular night fishing was thus started in the area 
from December 1990. This paper presents a 
comparative account of the day and night fishery 
by the purse seiners at Mangalore during the 
years 1990-'91 and 1991-'92. 
TABLE 1. Estimated toted catch (in tonnes), effort (units) and 
catch per unit effort (in kg) by purse seiners landed 
at Mangalore during 1979-80 to 1991-92 
Year 
1979-'80 
1980-'81 
1981-'82 
1982-'83 
1983-'84 
1984-'85 
1985-'86 
1986-'87 
1987-'88 
1988-'89 
1989-'90 
1990-'91 
1991-'92 
Effort 
(units) 
12,383 
12,762 
17,412 
16,727 
13,341 
12,107 
14,502 
10,760 
11,100 
17,123 
14,217 
12,797 
13,436 
Catch 
(int) 
28,078 
27,968 
54,119 
30,917 
17,822 
25,868 
42,717 
23,261 
31,060 
22,919 
24,173 
16,847 
14,214 
Catch/unit effort 
(in kg) 
2,267.5 
2,191.5 
3,108.1 
1.848.3 
1,335.9 
2,136.6 
2.945.6 
2,161.8 
2,798.2 
1,338.5 
1,700.3 
1,316.5 
1,057.9 
At present, about 97 purse seine boats are 
based at Mangalore and they operate along a 
coastal stretch of 85 km between Kaup (45 km 
north of Mangalore) and Kasaragod (40 km south 
of Mangalore). Although, the number of units 
engaged in day and night fishing shows daily 
variation, usually the boats which do not operate 
during day time undertake night fishing. It has 
been recorded that a maximum number of 40 to 
50 purse seine units carry out night fishing 
during peak period. 
Night fishing operation 
The details of purse seine boat and the nets 
employed in the fishery, and their operational 
aspects have been reported by Dhulkhed et aL 
(1982). While the day time purse seine fishing 
is generally carried out from 06.00 hours to 18.00 
hours with the help of carrier boats for transpor-
tation and unloading of fishes caught at frequent 
intervals, for night fishing, the boats set out for 
fishing ground around 17.00 hours. On reaching 
the ground, the units, generally make 1 or 2 
hauls depending on the availability of shoals. The 
time taken to complete one haul is about 1 to 3 
hours depending on the catch. Immediately after 
fishing, they returned to the landing centre as 
they neither carry facilities for preservation of the 
catch nor employ the carrier boats. The fish is 
auctioned immediately on reaching the harbour 
despite the midnight hours. Thus, the fishing 
activities, unloading and auctioning of the catch 
extend throughout the night and often upto the 
morning hours. 
Night fishing of purse seiners commences 
from the second quarter in the darker lunar 
phase Fig. la & lb. With the progress of this 
phase, the activities and the number of units 
engaged in the fishery increase to reach the peak 
around the new moon days. In the brighter 
phase, the night fishing activity is found to be 
lean, particularly from the second quarter to full 
moon days. It is reported that during the brighter 
phase, the pelagic fishes (particularly the Indian 
mackerel and oil sardine) move to sub- surface 
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Fig. 1. Catch and effort of day and night fishing on 
observation days. 
waters. While in the darker phase, they come to 
the surface and the fishermen could easily site 
the shoal from a distance by the silvery shining 
nature caused by the movement of the fishes in 
the shoal. While the day fishing operations are 
generally made in the fishing grounds of 10-40 
m depth zone, night fishing operations are 
restricted within 20 m depth region. 
The purse seine fishery season at Manga-
lore starts from first September and continues 
upto May end. During the southwest monsoon 
period (June-August) it is suspended following 
the general prohibition of mechanised fishing ac-
tivities along the Karnataka coast. The night 
fishing is undertaken from December to April. 
Observations 
Catch and effort 
The data on catch, effort and biological 
aspects of the important species landed by purse 
seines during day and night time were collected 
twice a week from the Mangalore Fishery 
Harbour. The data of the night fishing operation 
were collected in the morning, when normally, 
only about 25% of the total units operated during 
the previous night could be covered. These data 
were further supplemented by enquiry. For the 
present study, the data of five months from 
December to April of the years 1990-'91 and 
1991-'92 season when both the day and night 
fishing was carried out were considered and 
compared. 
Table 2 presents the catch and effort 
realised by day and night fishing operation of 
purse seines at Mangalore. During 1990-'91 
season, the total catch realised by the purse 
seines operating during day time was 2,315.1 t 
as against 668.11 by those operating during night 
time. The catch rate was 566 kg per boat by day 
fishing units and 407 kg per boat by night fishing 
units respectively. A similar trend of higher catch 
and catch rate was also recorded In the purse 
seines operating during day time as compared to 
those during night time in the 1991-'92 season. 
Month-wise catch and catch rate, however, 
showed that although the quantum of catch by 
the night fishing purse seines was lower than 
those by the day fishing purse seines, the catch 
rates were higher in the night fishing units during 
December-February in 1990-'91 season and 
during January and March of 1992 season. The 
highest catch rate of 1,380.6 kg per boat by night 
fishing was recorded in December 1990 the 
lowest (97.9 kg per boat) in March 1991. In the 
pooled data for the two seasons, the higher catch 
rate in the night fishing was recorded in January 
and February (Table 3 and Fig. 2). In general, 
December to March appears to be the more 
lucrative season for night fishing. 
To understand which phase of the lunar 
cycle is more productive for night fishing, the 
catch and effort data in respect of the darker and 
brighter phases of moon were analysed and 
TABLE 2. Estimated total catch (in tonnes), effort (units) and 
catch per effort (in kg) during dag and night fishing by 
purse seiners at Mangalore during December to April 
1990--91 & 1991--92. 
Months Night fishing 
Effort Catch 
December '90 9 12,425 
January '91 268 263,897 
February 284 276,367 
March 1,033 101,074 
April 47 14,386 
Total 1,641 668,149 
December '91 606 240,255 
January '92 136 61670 
February 98 38,594 
March 228 128,085 
April 576 199.500 
Total 1,644 668,104 
Catch/ 
effort 
1.380.6 
984.7 
973.1 
97.9 
306.1 
Day fishing 
Effort 
885 
859 
997 
736 
612 
Catch Catch/ 
effort 
379.340 
717,006 
621,729 
263.093 
333.934 
407.2 4,089 23,15,102 
396.5 
453.5 
567 
666 
393.8 1,071 
561.8 
346.4 
910 
921 
307,544 
240,956 
442,125 
415,129 
606,137 
406.4 4,135 20,11,891 
428.6 
834.7 
623.6 
357.5 
545.6 
566.2 
542.4 
361.8 
412.8 
456.2 
658.1 
486.6 
TABLE 3. Pooled catch (in kg), effort (untts) and catch per unit 
effort (in kg) landed by day and night purse seiners 
at Mangalore during December to April 1990-V1 & 
1991-V2. 
Months Night fishing Day fishing 
Effort Catch Catch/ Effort 
effort 
Catch Catch/ 
effort 
December 615 252,680 410.9 1,452 686,884 473.1 
January 404 325,567 805.9 1,525 957,962 628.2 
February 382 314,961 824.5 2,068 1,063,854 514.4 
March 1,261 229,159 181.7 1,646 678,222 412.0 
April 623 213,886 343.3 1,533 940,071 613.2 
Total 3.285 1,336,253 406.8 8,2224 4,326,993 526.1 
presented in Table 4. It is observed that the effort 
put in during the darker phase in both the 
seasons was much higher than those put in 
during brighter fortnight. During 1990-'91 
season, the fishing activity in the brighter phase 
was observed during January-March 1991, while 
it was restricted to December 1991 and April 
1991 in 1991-'92 season. The catch realised 
during the darker phase in all the months was 
higher than those in the brighter phase. How-
ever, the catch rate was found higher with 1988 
kg, 3,488 kg and 536 kg during January 1991, 
February 1991 and April 1992 respectively in the 
brighter fortnight. This higher catch rate was 
attributed to the low effort put in during brighter 
phase in these months. It is interesting to note 
that when appreciable effort was put in during 
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Fig. 2. Catch and effort of day and night fishing on 
observation days. 
the brighter phase, as observed in March 1991 
and December 1991, the catch rate was relatively 
lower. Perhaps, this factor and the empirical 
knowledge of fishermen on the behaviour of fishes 
during the brighter phase have contributed for 
the reduced activity and the effort put in the night 
fishing during the brighter phase. 
TABLE 4. Catch (in kg), effort (units) and catch per unit effort (in 
kg) of night landings operated at Mangalore during 
dark & bright phase 
Months 
December '90 
January '91 
February 
March 
April 
December '91 
January '92 
February 
March 
April 
Might fishing 
Effort Catch 
9 
238 
256 
758 
47 
456 
136 
98 
228 
537 
12,425 
204,257 
178,717 
78,444 
14,386 
236,505 
61,670 
38,594 
128,085 
178,587 
Catch/ 
effort 
1,380.6 
858.2 
698.1 
103.5 
306.1 
518.7 
453.5 
393.8 
561.8 
332.6 
Day fishing 
Effort 
— 
30 
28 
275 
— 
150 
— 
— 
— 
39 
Catch Catch/ 
effort 
— — 
59,640 1988.0 
97,6503,487.5 
22,630 82.3 
— — 
3,750 25.0 
— — 
— — 
— — 
20,913 536.2 
Species composition 
Considerable difference is observed in the 
species composition of the night and day fishing 
catch of purse seines (Fig. 3). Bulk of the night 
fishing catch is comprised of Sardinella spp. 
which contribute to 59% of the total night 
landings pooled for the two years. Indian 
mackerel ranks second in the order of abundance 
(21%). The rest of the catch comprises of 
anchovies (9%). prawns (7%), carangids (3%) and 
other miscellaneous fishes (2%) formed mostly of 
other clupeoids. In the day fishing operation 
anchovies form the major group contributing to 
56% of the total fishing catch, followed by 
Sardinella spp. (34%). The other fishes caught 
are mackerel (2%) and fishes such as tuna, 
pomfrets, seerfish and some species of clupeoids. 
It is interesting to note that while the India 
mackerel forms an appreciable portion of the 
catch in the night fishing, its contribution in the 
day fishing is insignificant. Further, the depth 
of operation of purse seine during day and night 
fishing is also generally carried out in relatively 
shallow waters of less than 20m and the day 
fishing in deeper waters. 
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Biology 
Biological aspects such as size composition, 
distribution of sex ratio and maturity stages, and 
stomach contents of oil sardine and mackerel, the 
major species which contribute into the day and 
night purse seine fishery are studied and 
compared. The length of oil sardine caught 
during night fishing ranged form 95 to 199mm 
• SARDtNELLA Spp. 
NIGHT FISHING »MACKEREL DAV FISHING 
I I ANCHOVIES 
Sg CARANGIDS 
• PRAWNS 
• OTHERS 
Fig. 4. Species composition of day and night purse seine. 
in total length with modal size at 132, 157 and 
177mm. The male to female ratio was 1:1.2 
indicating dominance of females in the catch. 
The recovering fish (resting lib) dominated the 
catch (contributing to 79%) followed by develop-
ing (stage III-IV) fish (18%). A comparison of 
these biological parameters with those caught 
during day time showed no difference. The 
stomach content analysis of the oil sardines 
caught during night time showed that 13% of the 
fish had full stomach, 19% half full, 22% quarter 
full and 46% empty stomach. However, the fishes 
caught during day time showed 1% with full 
stomach, 12% with half, 32% with quarter and 
55% with empty stomach. 
In the case of mackerel, the length ranged 
from 170 to 275mm with modal size at 182, 192 
and 227mm in both the population landed by day 
and night fishery. The male to female ratio was 
1:0.64. Spent (stage Vllb) maturity stage and 
developing fishes (stage lll-VJ) predominated In 
the fishery. Stomach content analysis showed 
that the mackerel with full, half, quarter and 
empty stomachs contributed to 10, 19,61 and 
10% respectively in the population caught during 
day time and 24, 39, 27 and 10% respectively In 
those landed by night fishing purse seiners. The 
occurrence of greater percentage of both oil 
sardine and mackerel with full and half stomachs 
in the night fishing operation indicates that the 
fishes move to surface waters in search of food 
during night time. It is also interesting to note 
that while the female population of oil sardine is 
found to be more in the catches of night fishing, 
in the case of mackerel males are encountered in 
greater percentage. 
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Remarks 
An evaluation of the day and night purse 
seine fishery at Mangalore as revealed from the 
data presented above shows that although the 
quantum of catch realised is better in the purse 
seines operating during day time from December 
to April, the night fishing helps to reduce the 
heavy fishing pressure on the exploitation of 
pelagic fishes during day time. It is observed that 
as many as 50% of the total purse seine units 
go for night fishing particularly during the darker 
phase, during the period which coincides the 
peak fishing season in the area. This distribution 
of effort helps further In reducing the competition 
among the purse seiners operating In the area. 
The night purse seine fishery although practised 
for five months from December to April, January 
and February are found to be more productive 
than the other months. While no difference in 
the length composition and maturity stages of oil 
sardine and mackerel population exploited by day 
and night fishing is observed, the quality of night 
fishing catch is found to be better as greater 
percentage of oil sardine and mackerel is caught. 
In the day time fishing anchovies form the main 
component of the catch. Night fishing appears 
to be more economically advantageous to fisher-
men as it is carried out in relatively shallow 
waters and no carrier boats are employed in the 
fishery. 
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PRICE STRUCTURE OF MARINE FISHES LANDED AT THE MADRAS 
FISHERIES HARBOUR WITH SPECIAL REFERENCE TO SHELLFISHES 
P. Thirumilu and P. Poovannan 
Madras Research centre of CMFRI, Madras - 600 006 
Introduction 
Madras is one the important mechanished 
fish landing centres along east coast. The fishery 
resources from the inshore waters of Madras have 
been traditionally exploited by indigenous gears 
viz., shore seine, boat seine, Ara valai, Manl valai, 
Eda valai, Pannu valai etc. The increasing 
landings of the fishing trawlers at Kasimedu in 
recent years have resulted in rise of fish produc-
tion and thereby better economy for the fisher-
men. The mechanised fishing vessels operate at 
* distant fishing grounds at depth upto 60 metres. 
An average catch of 18,712 tonnes of fish and 
shell fishes are landed by mechanished trawl 
fishing and traditional gill net fishing vessels 
along Madras coast during 1985-'89. The fishing 
Harbour at Kasimedu has eastern breakwater 
1085m, northern breakwater 830m, and wharfwall 
495m with a large berthing capacity of 500 
mechanised boats and 50 large trawlers. Besides 
the mechanised vessels, traditional crafts are also 
operated from the Kasimedu Harbour base. 
Although data of catch, effort and biological 
parameters are collected on a regular basis, 
but no data are available on the price structure 
of commercially important prawns, lobsters, 
crabs, cephalopods and other quality fishes. 
Since such information is highly essential for the 
better evaluation and prudent exploitation of the 
valuable resources, a brief account of the price 
structure of prawns and other shell fishes, and 
quality fin-fishes from Madras area during 1988-
'90 is given in this account. 
Prawns contribute about 6% to the trawler 
landings at Kasimedu. The commercial species 
of big prawns, lobsters, quality fishes like seer 
fish, pomfrets and cuttle fish and fishes like 
thread-fin breams, sardines, mackeral and trash 
fish including all the other varieties are auctioned 
from 6 to 9 AM and 2-30 to 5-30 PM. Except 
the prawns and lobsters which are auctioned on 
per kg basis, all the other varieties are auctioned 
mostly per basket of about 30 kg. The prawns 
and lobsters form an important commodity by 
virtue of their delicacy and higher price they 
command in the sea food export trade and thus 
determine the economy of fishing. The price 
pattern is related to several factors viz., the 
quality of fish landed, the demand from the 
consumers and the size and freshness of the lot. 
The Fishermen Co-operative Society at Kasimedu 
fishing centre exerts authority over the auction-
ing and collects Rs. 0.25 paise per basket of fish 
and prawns brought here. The catch is sorted 
out into fish, prawns, lobsters and other shell 
fishes according to their value before they are 
auctioned. Three types of fishing vessels operate 
during day, night and long trips. In the case of 
12 
night and long trips fishing vessels, the catches 
are brought in iced condition. If the catch is poor, 
it is auctioned as a lot without sorting. 
Export varieties of prawns landed by 
trawlers are Penaeus monodon, P. semisulcatus, 
P. indtcus, Metapenaeus monoceros and Af. affinis. 
Smaller species like Metapenaeus dobsoni, Par-
apenaeopsts maxiLllpedo, P. stylifera, Metapenae-
opsis stridulans, M. mogiensis, Trachypenaeus 
sedHi, T. granulosus, T. curviorstris and Soleno-
cera crasslcornis occur in fairly good quantities 
during certain months of the year and they cater 
to the local markets. 
Lobsters and crabs contribute about 1-2% 
of the fishery. The landings are constituted of 
spiny lobster mainly Panulirus homarus and mud 
lobster represented by Thenus ortentalis. The 
commercial catches of crabs are by Portunus 
sangutnolentus, P. pelagicus, Podophthalmus vigil 
and Chan/bids spp. which includes mainly C. 
lucifera, C. natator and C. cruciata. The 
cephalopods which formed 6% in the total fish 
landings mainly consists of Sepia aculeata, S. 
pharonts, S. inermis. Loligo duvucelii, L. uyii and 
Doryteuthis sibogae. 
Price structure 
The size range of the different fishes and 
shell fishes, price structure and price relative ie, 
the price in 1990 compared to that in the base 
year, 1988 (obtained by dividing in the price in 
1990 by that in 1988 and expressed in percent-
age) are given In Table 1. It is seen that there 
is very high rise in prices in 1990 In the case of 
lobsters, prawns, crabs, squids, mackeral, shark, 
tunas and lesser sardines with average Increase 
of 100-133%. The price rise Is less In the other 
groups, seer fish, pomfrets, barracudas, thread-
fin breams, anchovies, carangids and oil-sardine 
with a rise of 33-76%. 
TABLE 1. Average range of annual price 1n Rs./kg at the landing centre and size range in total length (mm) 
for selected prawns, lobsters, crabs, cephalopods and quality marine fishes at madras Fisheries 
Harbour during 1988, 1989 and 1990. 
Species 
1 
Size range In 
total length (mm) 
2 
1988 
3 
1989 
4 
1990 
5 
Price 
relative (%) 
6 
I. PRAWNS 
1. Penaeus monodon 
2. P. semisulcatus 
3. P. indicus 
4. Metapenaeus monoceros 
5. M. affinis 
6. M. dobsoni 
7. Parapenaeopsis maxilllpedo 
8. P. stylifera 
9. Metapenaeopsis maxilllpedo 
10. M. mogiensis 
11. Trachypenaeus sedRi 
12. T. granulosus 
13. Solenocera crasslcornis 
14. Parapenaeus longipes 
136-310 1 
103-225 
86-197 
93-186 l 
73-168 
46-117 
44-115 
51-103 
43-100 
41-98 
44-101 
45-100 
58-98 
48-89 
130-150 
70-80 
50-65 
12-16 
10-14 
165-185 
90-100 
75-85 
18-20 
16-18 
220-250 
110-130 
95-115 
20-25 
19-23 
1.67 
1.26 
1.81 
1.64 
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II. LOBSTERS 
A. Spiny lobster 
1. Pamdirus homarus 
2. P. ornatus 
3. P. polyphagus 
B. Mud lobster 
Thenus orientalis 
in. CRABS 
1. Scylla serrata 
2. Portunus pelagicus 
3. P. sangutnolentus 
4. Podophthalmus vigil 
5. Other crabs 
111-290 
105-265 
110-280 
111-170 
70-170 
120-170 
100-180 
115-175 
— 
70-80 
60-70 
20-25 
5-8 
2 
IV. CEPHALOPODS 
A. Sepia 
1. Sepia acculeata 
2. S. pharonis 
3. S. inermis 
B. Loligo 
1. Loligo duvaucelii 
2. L. uyii 
3. Doryteuthis sibogae 
V. MARINE FISHES 
A. Seer fish 
1. Scomberomorus commerson 
2. S. guttatus 
3. S. lineolatus 
B. Pomfrets 
1. Pampus argenteus 
2. P. chtensis 
3. Parastromateus niger 
C. Perches 
Lates calcarifer 
D. Thread fin breams 
1. Nemipterus bleekeri 
2. N.japonicus 
3. N, peroni 
4. N. metapias 
50-140 
8-240 
50-80 
40-165 
30-60 
70-160 
400-1350 . 
290-1450 
350-1200 
160-320 , 
130-315 
125-320 
200-400 
90-140 \ 
80-305 
100-200 
80-190 
16-18 
7-9 
30-35 
17-20 
20-25 
18-20 
125-130 170-180 
95-100 130-140 
25-30 
10-13 
18-20 
8-10 
40-45 
22-25 
28-30 
23-25 
35-40 
15-18 
20-25 
15-18 
40-50 
30-35 
40-45 
25-30 
2.33 
2.07 
1.65 
2.27 
2.00 
1.35 
2.12 
1.36 
1.73 
1.86 
1.47 
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E. Carangids 
1. Carangoides chrydophrys 
2. Caranx IgnobUis 
3. C. sexfaciatus 
4. Decapterus russelli 
5. Megalaspis cordyla 
6. Scomberoids commersonlanus 
F. Mackerel 
RastreUiger kanagurta 
G. Barracudas 
1. Sphyraena barracuda 
2. S.jello 
H. Cat fishes 
1. Artus dussumieri 
2. AJeUo 
3. A. tenutspints 
I. Sharks 
1. CM.oscyU.ium indicum 
2. Stegostomafasciatum 
3. Carcharhinus Itmbatus 
4. C. longtmanus 
5. C. melanopterus 
6. Caleocerdo cuvieri 
7. Rhizoprtnodon acutus 
8. Scoliodon laticaudus 
J. Tuna 
1. Euthynnus qffinis 
2. Kateiuuonus pelamis 
3. Thunnus albacares 
K. Lizard fish 
Saurida tumbll 
L. Anchovies 
1. Thryssa dussummieri 
2. T. mystax 
3. T. purava 
M. Oil sardines 
Sardioella longiceps 
N. Lesser sardines 
1. Sardtnella gibbosa 
2. S. sfrm 
3. S. aZbeUa 
100-220 
80-200 
75-210 
80-220 
100-340 
120-290 
100-250 
100-250 
90-265 
300-550 
250-460 
310-510 
450-850 
350-650 
500-750 
450-600 
300-550 
400-700 
450-700 
300-1800 / 
250-700 
220-660 
200-650 
120-240 
90-160 
80-150 
70-140 
60-200 
55-210 
10-15 
7-10 
15-20 
5-8 
6-8 
4-5 
6-8 
18-20 
10-15 
20-25 
8-10 
8-10 
5-6 
8-10 
20-25 
18-20 
28-30 
10-15 
12-15 
8-10 
12-15 
1.76 
2.11 
1.61 
1.85 
2.00 
2.0 
2.0 
1.92 
1.4 
2.0 
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In addition there is seasonal variations in 
the prices (Table 2) Feb-May when the catches are 
less the prices of prawns, crabs, quality fishes, 
squids and cuttle fishes as well as miscellaneous 
groups are distinctly higher than in the period 
June-Jan. when higher fish catches obtained. 
TABLE 2. Daily price range In Rs./kg during February-May and 
June-January periods Jor the different species of 
prawns, lobsters, crabs cephalopods and marine 
fishes 
Species 
A. PRAWNS 
Penaeus monodon 
P. semisulcatus 
P. indicus 
Metapenaeus monoceros 
M. ajjlnis 
M. dobsoni 
Parapenaeopsis maxillipedo 
P. stylifera 
Metapenaeus stridulans 
M. moglensis 
Trachypenaeus sedili 
T. granulosus 
Solenocera crassicomis 
Parapenaeus longipes 
Other prawns 
B. LOBSTERS 
Panulirus homarus 
P. omatus 
P. polyphagus 
Thenus orientalis 
C. CRAB 
Scylla serrata 
Portunus sanguinolents 
P. pelaglcus 
Podophthaltnus vigil 
D. CEPHALOPODS 
Sepia aculeata 
S. pharonis 
S. inermis 
Loligo duvaucelii 
L. uytt 
Doryteuthls sibogae 
E. FISHES 
Scomberomorus convnerson 
S. guttatus 
S. lineolaius 
Pampus argenteus 
P. chinensis 
Parastromatues niger 
Lates calcaryer 
Feb.-May 
(Rs.) 
136-310 
230-250 
115-130 
110-115 
22-25 
20-23 
175-180 
120-140 
32-40 
14-20 
14-20 
19-25 
13-18 
42-50 
31-35 
41-45 
June-Jan. 
(Rs.) 
220-238 
110-123 
95-100 
20-22 
19-20 
140-160 
90-110 
23-30 
10-13 
10-13 
14-18 
9-14 
28-32 
33-40 
Species I 
Nemipterus bleekeri 
N. japonicus 
N. metapias 
N. peroni 
Carangoides chrydophrys 
Caranx ignobilis 
C. sexfasctatus 
Decapterus russelll 
Megalaspis cordyla 
Scomberoides commersonianus 
Rastrettiger kanagurta. 
Sphyraena barracuda 
S.jeUo 
Arius dussumiert. 
AJeUa 
A. tenuspinis 
Chiloscyllium indicum 
Rhiniodon typus 
Stegostoma Jasciatum 
Carcharhinus llmbatus 
C. longtmanus 
C. melanopterus 
Caleocerdo cuviert 
Rhizopriodon acutus 
Scoliodon laticaudus 
Euthynnus affinis 
Katsuwonus pelamts 
Thnnus albacares 
Saurida thumbQ. 
Thryssa dussumiert 
T. mystax 
T. puruva 
SaniineUa longiceps 
S. gibbosa 
S. sirm 
S. albela 
"eh.-May 
(Rs.) 
24-30 
18-25 
17-20 
26-30 
12-15 
13-15 
7-10 
12-15 
5 
5 
June-Jan. 
(Rs.) 
19-26 
13-17 
14-16 
23-25 
9-11 
10-12 
6-8 
9-11 
3 
3 
Supply of prawns to Madras markets 
depends on the local catches and price structure 
of fresh prawns. It is well known that there is 
a correlation between demand, supply and cost 
of any commercial product. In the case of 
prawns, there is a heavy demand for species such 
as P. monodon, P. semisulcatus, P. indicus, M. 
monoceros and M. dobsoni for export purpose. 
The small size prawns are not exported and they 
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mainly cater to local consumption. The lack of 
sufficient prawn holding capacity in trawlers 
appears to adversely affect a regular supply to the 
industry and thereby the income to the primary 
producers. If the holding capability could be 
raised, prawns could be carried over for sale of 
processing at times when fresh prawns are not 
readily available which could ensure a better 
price return to the fishermen. 
It is desirable to sort out according to kind 
and quality to increase fish consumption. Large 
fishes like seer mainly Scomberomorus commer-
son, S. guttatus, S. lineolatus and pomfrets mainly 
Pampus argenteus and P. chtnensis being first 
class table fishes, fetch better prices than other 
fishes. The fishes of lower quality must be 
separately sorted out for conversion into fish meal 
and fish mannure. Special care is necessary in 
selecting fresh and good varieties of fish for 
distant markets. 
1 
ON THE LANDING OF A WHALE SHARK RHINIODON TYPUS SMITH 
AT DIBBAPALEM SOUTH OF VISAKHAPATNAM* 
A male Whale shark Rhtniodon typus Smith 
locally called "pulibokkusorrah' measuring 742 
cm In total length was entangled accidentally 
along with other fishes in the early hours of 8th 
June 1992 in a nylon gill net operated off 
Dibbapalem at about 30 m depth. The fishermen 
towed the whale shark with the help of two non 
mechanised boats to the Dibbapalem marine fish 
landing centre which is situated 15 km south of 
Visakhapatnam in live condition on the same day 
about 08.00 hours and was kept alive until about 
13.00 hours. Large crowds of people from the 
surrounding villages visited to see the animal 
after seeing the news with a photograph pub-
lished in a local daily on 9 th June 1992. On 
receipt of the news the authors visited the 
Dibbapalem marine fish landing centre on 9th 
June 1992 and observed the specimen. 
The morphometric measurements taken (in 
cm) are given below. 
Total length (from tip of snout to the tip of the 742 
upper caudal lobe) 
Tip of snout to first gill opening 122 
Tip of snout to last gill opening 174 
Tip of snout to origin of first dorsal fin 342 
Tip of snout to end of first dorsal fin 410 
Width of head at eyes 144 
Distance between the nostrils 72 
Width of mouth 110 
Distance between the end of first dorsal fin and 
the origin of second dorsal fin 86 
Distance between the posterior boarder of second 
dorsal fin to origin of caudal fin 56 
Height of upper caudal lobe 181 
Height of lower caudal lobe 116 
Width of second dorsal fin 39 
Height of second dorsal fin 38 
Length of second dorsal fin 39 
Height of first dorsal fin 95 
Length of first dorsal fin 81 
Width of first dorsal fin 92 
Height of pectoral fin 114 
Length of pectoral fin 140 
Height of body at pectoral origin 89 
Height of body at first dorsal fin origin 85 
Diameter of eye 2.3 
Sex Male 
Approximate weight (tonnes) 4 
The colour of the animal was grey on the 
dorsal side with numerous white spots of different 
sizes closely covering the body including the 
head. Lower lobe of caudal fin was white in 
colour. The specimen has no prominent external 
injuries or parasites. There was no market 
demand for its flesh, fins and liver. 
Another male whale shark Rhtniodon typus 
measuring 548 cm in total length was entangled 
accidentally along with other fishes in the 
afternoon hours of 30th July 1992 in a nylon gill 
net operated off Visakhapatnam at 40 m depth. 
* Reported by C. V. Seshagiri Rao and K. Narayana Rao, Visakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, Visakhapatnam - 530 003. 
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ON THE LANDING OF A LARGE SIZED BOTTLE—NOSE DOLPHIN 
TURSIOPS ADUNCUS AT VISAKHAPATNAM, ALONG ANDHRA COAST* 
A large sized male, bottle—nose dolphin 
Tursiops aduncus locally called "Karri gadumu" 
was caught accidentally during shrimp trawl 
operations at 50 m depth, 30 km south off 
Visakhapatnam. Although landings of dolphins 
in small trawlers are not uncommon in this area, 
the occurrence of the species Tursiops aduncus 
(bottle nose dolphin) has never been recorded 
from Visakhapatnam of Andhra coast. 
The morphometric measurements taken in 
cm on this species are given below. 
Total length (snout to notch of caudal flukes 220 
Length from tip of snout to blow hole 35.5 
Length from tip of snout to centre of eye 36 
Length from tip of snout to anterior insertion 55.5 
of the flipper 
Length from tip of snout to origin of dorsal fin 101.5 
Length from tip of snout to centre of umbilicus 111.5 
Length from centre of umbilicus to centre of anus 55 
Length from notch of flukes to posterior end of 91.5 
dorsal fin 
Length from notch of flukes to centre of anus 64.5 
Length of fluke on outer curvature 32.5 
Length of fluke on inner curvature 27.4 
Distance between extremities of flukes 49.5 
•Reported by C. V. Seashagirl Roa and K. Narayana Rao, 
Visakhapatnam 530 003. 
Width at insertion of fluke 17.3 
Length of dorsal fin base 29 
Vertical height of dorsal fin 27 
Length of flipper from anterior insertion to tip 40 
Length of flipper along curve of lower border 29.5 
Length of base of flipper 13 
Greatest width of flipper 14.8 
Vertical height of body at origin of dorsal fin 46 
Vertical height of body at anal region 30 
Length of upper jaw 28.8 
Length of lower Jaw 30.5 
Diameter of the eye 1.9 
Width between 2 eyes 24 
Length of penis 29 
Total number of teeth on one side of upper jaw 27 
Total number of teeth on one side of lower jaw 26 
Sex Male 
Approximate weight (kg) 180 
The occurrence of Tursiops aduncus was 
reported from Calicut Cochin and Mandapam. 
The present record extends the area of its 
distribution to the northeast coast. The tender 
meat of smaller dolphins is preferred for con-
sumption by fishermen themselves, whereas the 
meat of bigger ones is mainly used as baits in the 
long line fishery. 
Vishakhapatnam Research Centre of CMFRI, 
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ON AN ACCIDENTAL LANDING OF FALSE KILLER WHALE 
PSEUDORCA CRASSWENS BY DRIFT GILLNET OFF VEERPANDIANPATNAM, 
GULF OF MANNAR* 
False killer whale has a world wide distri-
bution. They are oceanic in habit and move in 
schools. On several occasions these whales are 
found to move to shallow water area and get 
stranded or entangled in the fishing gears. The 
stranding, sighting and landing of false killer 
whales have been reported by several authors 
along the India coast. 
An immature female False killer whale 
Pseudorca crassidens (Owen) with partly or just 
developing dentitions measuring 2.08 m was 
brought to the shore at Veerapandianpatnam 
(Gulf of Mannar) on 6-8-1992 by drift gillnet 
{Paruvalai - mesh size 120-170 mm) fishermen. 
The flsherfolk reported that the young whale got 
entangled in the drift gillnet operated for tuna at 
a depth of 50 m around 3 O'clock in the morning. 
The specimen was brought to the shore intact, 
and could not be disposed off due to poor demand 
it is not consumed by local people. 
The specimen was black in colour. The eye 
was small. Teeth were partly developed in lower 
jaw and teeth gums were seen in upper jaw. Both 
dorsal fin and flippers were small. The caudal 
fluke was well developed. Locally this whale is 
known as "Panal meen". As the present one is 
small and a young one, it is called by the 
fishermen "Panal meen kutty" signifies calf of a 
whale. It earned the name Panai meen due to 
its general surfacing and diving behaviour. At 
•Reported by H. Mohamad Kasim, K.M.S. Ameer Hamsa and T. S. Balasubramanlan, TRC of CMFRI, Tuticorln - 628 001. 
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TABLE 1. Measurements (in cm) of the False killer whale 
Pseudorca crassldens caught at Veerapandianpatnam 
(Gulf of Mannar) 
times during the course of its diving it keeps its 
body in vertical position for a while which 
resembles the Palmyrah tree of this area. 
Necessary morphometric measurements are 
presented in Table 1. An up-to-date list of 
stranding, landing and sighting of False killer 
whales along the Indian coast from 1902 Is also 
given In Table 2. 
This whale feeds mainly on fishes and 
cephalopods. It attains maturity at 4.25-4.5 m. 
Not hunted, but about 30-50 numbers are taken 
annually by long line fisheries in the Pacific 
region earlier. Since tuna fishery is at its peak 
off Veerapandianpatnam, this whale might have 
got isolated from its school and mixed up with 
the tuna shoal feeding on sardines and anchovies 
which are abundant in the shallow fishing 
grounds off Veerapandianpatnam. In that 
process of its orientation, it might have got 
entangled in the drift gillnet. The genital opening 
measured 22 cm with two parallel slits each on 
either sides of the genital opening measuring 6 
cm (inner) and 5.5 cm (outer) in length respec-
tively. 
TABLE 2. Stranding, sighting and capture of False killer whales Pseudorca crassldens (Owen) from the Indian sea 
Snout to tall notch (TL) 
Snout to angle of mouth 
Snout to eye (anterior margin) 
Snout to blow hole 
Snout to Insertion of flipper 
Snout to origin of dorsal fin 
Snout to origin of genital opening 
Snout to origin of anus 
Length of blow hole 
Diameter of eye (horizontal) 
Inter orbital distance 
Post dorsal distance 
Length of upper jaw 
Length of lower jaw 
Number of teeth on upper jaw 
Number of teeth on lower jaw 
Width of base of dorsal fin 
Height of dorsal fin 
Inner curvature of dorsal fin 
Maximum width of flipper 
Height of flipper 
Inner curvature of flipper 
Spread of caudal length 
Girth of body at head 
Girth of body at dorsal 
Girth at cadual 
Weight approximately 
208.0 
21.0 
24.5 
26.0 
42.0 
98.0 
102.0 
117.5 
4.5 
1.8 
34.5 
84.2 
22.0 
21.0 
No teeth, 9 teeth 
in gum were seen 
8+8 partly devel-
oped 
26.0 
24.0 
19.5 
11.5 
26.0 
21.0 
34.0 
78.5 
88.0 
22.0 
60 kg 
S. No. Date of stranding, Place 
sighting or capture 
Length Sex Reported by 
and Reference 
Remarks 
1 
2 
3 
4 
5 
6 
7 
8 
9 
10 
11 
12 
13 
14-2-1902 
— 
1907 
— 
27-11-1960 
27-1-1960 
27-11-90 
28-7-1975 
(stranded) 
18-10-1975 
(stranded) 
27-7-1976 
(caught) 
7-3-1983 
Trlvandrum 
Trivandrum 
Rajakamangalam 
Thengapatnam 
16' 10" 
11' 10" 
& 10' 9.5 
— 
— 
Pozhikara 2.79 m 
(between Cape Comorin 
and Colachal) 3.75 m 
Uvari (between Cape — 
Comorin and Tirichendur, 
Tamil Nadu) 
Alleppey, Kerala 
Puthiappa, Calicut 
Kerala 
Rameswaram, 
Gulf of Mannar 
Port Blair 
Andaman 
Camp bell bay 
Shastri Nagar 
— 
4.23 m 
3.84 m 
3.96 m 
4.57 m 
4.87 m 
— 
Male 
" Female 
— 
— 
Male 
Female 
— 
Female 
Male 
— 
Male 
Female 
5-7-1988 Off Mandapam, Larger 4.5 m — 
(sighted 3 specimens) Palk Bay Smaller 2.5-3m 
6-8-1992 Off Veerapandian-
patnam, 
Gulf of mannar 
2.08 m Female 
Ferguson and Lydekker, 1903 — 
J. Bombay not Hist soc., No. 15 
Dawson, 1911 
Ref. Plllay, 1926 
Ref. Plllay, 1926 
Ref. Plllay, 1926 
Silas and Kumara Pillay, 1960 
Silas and Kumara Pillay. 1960 
Silas and Kumara Pillay, 1960 
R S. Lai Mohan et ctL, MFIS, 
T&E Series, No. 55, 1984 
R Thlagrajan et aL, MFIS, 
T&E Series, No. 55, 1984 
D. B. James, MFIS, 
T&E Series, No. 55, 1984 
D. B. James 
Proc. Symp. Endangered Mar. 
Ant & Mar. Parks, 1985 (1) 
Skeleton in Trivandrum 
Museum 
— 
Caught alive and died after 
three days 
— 
Dragged ashore, died after 
2 hours 
Towed to the shore 
and died 
2 numbers got entangled 
by gill nets. 
— 
P. Vedavyasa Rao et aL One larger whale and two 
MFIS. T&E series No. 95, 1989 smaller whales were sighted 
H. M. Kasim, K.M.S. Ammer-
Hamsa, T. S. Balasubramanian 
Present report 
Accidental landing by drift 
gillnet 
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«ni ^ f t + 15T^ TT % ^TTf % ^ T ^ t cR> ^ t 3Te# 
i f ^ ^ f iq^¥ <?*: -HifTJfti 
t tsra% «p*r ^it^F -q^¥ % 53.6'/. ^ T m&w ^m\ 
%l -J^tfcT ^faTKt % ^WT y^HH 1983 3 3nt?T 
•p!T I ^ t f ^ WfZ %> 63'/. ^ % H<H<Hld %*e* % 
• ^ 3ft: awti 4 % ^ %fsff % -sfftq; WCT ^fcfr «fti 
3ftRT 50363 T3^T % "«T«? "^T?W 3ft: 3Tt6R>rFT P^TRT 
IFm- 1987 3ft: 1982 ^f ^ T Wfi\ 1983 ^ 1 ^ % 
4 % ^ "?T^C % "SRRT ^ f l t ^Tt%% >^K<T H<M<Hld 
"^RT % 3RRT ^f ^^€\ 3|pftl 1979 % 1983 ^ 
^ ^ l ^ r ^T 3?K'^Tci1r"^T%'^RTR>¥^T'^t'»T4tl 
3ftTcf W 3 oK yfcleicf 6.2 fe IfT. 3il+fod ^ t "»T4t 3ft: 
1979 3ftC 1983 ^ f " ^ 4.3 3fk 10.5 t%. UT. ^f MRoiRfd 
3ftTcT Tf#5F ^RW ^jT 3tk 3P1W 3 265 3ft: 
5154 % ^ fa ^5RTT T^ T I T^pd % 3^T cl¥ 3fk 
3PTOT % 3)«t>d^ |< cR> "SPTHT "S^ RT «fTI 3ft^T l^S 
f^cT ^PTT 26 Z* «t>l ^ ^ % t%cf^: ?W ^ 12 
3ft: 45 ^T ^f ^efcIT T^T I T&G/m* Watt % ^TTf 
cffi 3.1 3ft: io.8 T%. TTT %» # ? "^?Icr ^ 1 ?T? 
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1983 3 i |^+<u l ^ t ^3f f iT % "3T5 1985 cFP 
WTCT ^ t T fW 3 *HIMU ^ f t f M "mft I ^ P WFT 
1983 3f 5195 "3 1988 3 50894 ^1 sfrflcT ^ PPS 
"gtW ^ f 3 0 6 ^ T «ftl ^TPfr TW? 1983 % 178 ^ T 
% 1988 3 573 ^ T 3f HR=|fd~d ^ t W$\ I sltacT ^ i f i ^ i 
^^/SRmT 10.6 1%. "9T «JTI ^ H d ^ T ^ ¥ T&&% (5 
^T) afk: 3 # ^ K W (58 "H^ T) Wd"«K 3 "fosft I ITTsf "St 
" ^ cW 3fk fad«R "$ 3<et>d^ < cFP ^ t 3^% +\fa«J 
WPT y-^MH ^Sf ^ t 3f TTofT TETT " t^ Tffii ^T 
• M V H T I T O ^ K f t i n *TTI 3fm<T cT#P 3RTRT 32665 
«JTI 1988 ^ f " ^ 14760 «*T "dt 1979 3 47794 T^T I 
+ \ fa^ % oTrf^f 3?«ld<U| % 21.1*/. i f a "tfTTOt ^ PT 41*WM 
«TTI 3ftacf W ^ 194 ^ T ^ t Wft *lt "5*T "RT3TC ^?t 
^ T W "^ T 6°/. *ft " ^ 1988 3^: 1986 3f "JFT9T: 
34 3m: 50 "2^t "3f «K<?ld"l % # l 'q^^/SPTW 1982 
3 i.9 %. TJT 3m: 1986 3 i s %. m %m "wi 
3mM Tnl^F P^TRT 2722 «n I ^ " ^ 1 ^ 3 104 
% ^ T T t % 10916 %^ffa«R?RTT^ni ^ f a P M ' ^ n f 
% R)d«R <FP ift 3T5[f£r SIT I TfcT TRW 16 "c^ T ^ t ^ 
3 TTlfop XW¥ -?T^: % 0.8 ^ T 3m: 3FT^T % 67 " ^ 
% «N ffccft-^racft M i 3rmrr-1?Rw: ^PM 3f ^ 
HllcW«fl ^ R^FIT "3 -^qfWcT «ftl 
P^T y-^MH " ^ ifldTI 3ttflcT efTf^ P 3PTW 882 T^PP 
«n *it 1988 % 346 sm: 1979 % 2416 % 4fa SR^ RTT 
3tter •Rfi¥ 6.4 ^ r «ft ?^r •ar#P +\fa<s I [ T ^ w\ 0.70/. 
3tk TQ "RT3K % fcT ^FP^ P^T 13.1°/. ^Tfl 3THHvcR 
3m: ~^dH T?PS WW- 1985 3m: 1984 "^ f " R ^ ^T 
"Tf I 1985 "^ f f t ^t5" "^t ^l^+<, 1979 % 1988 
-^ T ^ ¥ ^ FT sft I WT^ t -?nft ^ f 3f TR^/WW 4.5 
1%. ?^IT. 3fk 9.2 1%. "5T. % 3 f a T^T I 3m^r ^Tf^F 
^W /^SPTm 7.3 %. 7X\ «TTI 
3JTSRKW "SPTRT ( l45 133^) " ^ ^ K 3 sfk ^ I d H 
(3 ^ R ; ) ' ; ^n t ^f «n 3#r TTTRTSF amw T ^ P 74 «TT I 
^Tf^f ^ l%¥ ^T^¥ % 1.1-yi iHW<^ ^T i)>KH 
«TTI ^Wl<u|d^l ^ O T - " ? ? ^ TTFW5 ^ M 3 I f l ^T3K 
^T y^ l<?H " ^ ^ d T "^1 t^%^T 1988 3f ^t?f T^pt 
% w 3^% ^ K >ft y-^ i<HH ftjn «ni "sfTf^ P w i 
1989 % 7825 3m: 1981 % 19746 % ^fa ^^ RTT 
%^TI smw +Xf^i^ "q^¥ "srtcr ^ 10.5 z^ «ft ^ t 
•^ T 1n3K •$[ ^ TTS f^t T^¥ % 3.4°/. «fTI 
^RTR^ "SRW ^ n l 3f i 6 x^f^ f^ cfr ^  ^f 3025 
T ? ^ ^ t "m> 1 XRJ¥ ^ n f ^ 76 1%. m «ft "cTt "^t 
3 2.8 ^T "^t ^ i f l "Sffctft, i r K ^ ^ "d^, "^fa* 
3tk "H?t^: ^f ^ T % ^ 3tmd:% 3THR> T^J¥ w<r f t «ft i 
"R^f/SRW 4><c|^  % 0.2 1%. "flT. "% ' ;^ :nt % 4.9 "%. 
U7 % "^N LiRciRd %^TI ^nt-3FPFd' s^fgf ^f ^ 
"RT3K ^ t T^W^  ^ g^?T 3T5^t «ft I 
• ^ T*P H!^1H+ " ^ T ite* "RM ^TM % ^ fr ?g^n : 
3T^r-^T % ^ H -gflJt ^¥5% %#HT ^ < t d ^ d T ^ I 
"5RW 1984 %> 3218 % 1979 ^ 13373 «P " ^ f «t^ <?lcll 
2.8°/. «TT I ^ J W f 3m: 3 # ^ d H W ffTm: ^ 1988 
3tk 1980 "Sf %^t ^mftl "R^^ /SPTRT 1988 "^ f 1.4 #>. 
m am: i985 ^f 8.8 1%. in. sm: " ^ t % 3fmd" 3.7 
1%. m 3n 
TTf-^jT ^ W f 3 ^ ^ ^ ^ ^Ht ^Nft ^ ^1 
"RTRW "SRRT # 3T?T^ f ^f 53 Xp^f «TT ??£ ^ 2952 
TT^J -^ ?f i\m\ -cpsp^ /gzmT " ^ n t % 0.4 # . m % 
22 
*H3Fft if 6.4 "fc. TIT "«R W I Tfapft Knf^TT 3FR ,^ 
^ t f l 3ft: ^ f l f ^T *$\4+< ^Pft Wft "H^ff if *TWT 
•snTM if 9+/«<i?<« i f ?jpr «m - ^ 3#f tw f w 
ww %T%IT #. HI&IHIHI 3ft: ^rjft ^rjft i?; w^k^m 
f^WMM 3tk tylMWfiu +)</5tf/ 3TTT? «ft I ^ t f 
^T °jft 3PRR^ f 3TT *TT, fa^T "3T*T ^ t f t f " % *t>fr 
if cHl%t to w «n i c^ fa-R T^teFr 1984 % ss 
<W T W ^ T T%T 7|cr ^j£T % 3TTETTC X R ^ | 
it. if cftf
 1985 ^ t -£$)•*+< " ^ t Wft "^f if 
^sTTW¥T^tl "qf o[TT% ^ ^¥ % 44.7°/. «TTI ^ t 
^Tf^F ylcWCKII "^ ft 1985 3f 20 «lt 1988 % 61.2 cW 
sf^TTlftl Z^£T^2"^Tfe T W ^ 14-1 TtcWRr SJTF 
tyMIHfiH +1<GUMI 4g<1 ^ t ^ T STT| "3HT ^t%#f" 
% 28.4"/. ^ "#KFT "t%2ni 
*ft<fa+ ^ T 
T ^ ¥ 3f i+/«<:9<w i f -foferc 3ft: sm^r if IFWT= 
ls.iy. % 73.2-/ «rr <?r q&pr -fe^&ft aft: 3 ^ ^ : 
if sFWT: 4°/ % 24.6°/ *CT I TfaTC ^ > ^ W « / ^jT 
if *npr ^ T 3ft: %f«rc if ^sr •% 3iflicff «rr 1 
H<H<HW te* % f | < ^ ^fM if "3T?q- +\fa3" 
ir-pr *JT (4iy.) 1 it. if 3ft: 15 ^ - eft xjef^  SFRT: 
23'/ aft: ia.61/ ^ t "*T4t I W? 3f V$. %*)*lllhdMHH 
173% 3ft: ^ . <ti<feyMi 0.1°/. ^1 1 1 ^ ^TM % 
"^ T^ tfcT 1WT if " fM -snfrT ^ . ^l^dMHH (26.9°/) 
«n, 3ftR "31^ 1 +\fail" (37.8°/) ^ t "^HT if W T 
WR "3^RT T^I I ^#? WR if. i f (23.2°/), *£ ^2" 
(11.7°/) aft: irfT. °ti<feqMi (o.s°/) anxf ^1 
^tffT ^ HIITHI^ it it. if •g*p* «n i fH 
^llrHI+1 % H<H<Hlc1 ^ T # ^ . i f ^T T^P¥ 38.5*/ 
«ftl FT% ^R IJ ^2" (36.2°/), "3T^ T ^ f ^ f - (22.2°/) 
i$r. t ^ d w w (3-/) aft: 173?: ^kfi^m (o.r/) 
3TTR -ift YRT f q f^ I ^t£T ^K Hl(rW+1 % ^ % d 
" ^ ? : ^ ^ it. if tft "srg^ (53.1°/.) «TTI " ^ ffKi 
WR "3F?T +XfaiT" TT «TT (20.6°/.) I " ? ^ ¥R ^ 
fttiitydMHH (14.6°/), If. 3z"(ir/.) aft: ipr. <ti<feqMI 
(0.7%) 3TTTC W<T m £fl 
%r -?r™t i f ^ t 67.9°/ *towM ^ c ^ . i f ^rgf 
W M i f T^T aft: IT. ^g-^rr 41'wn 1.2°/ «rr 1 "3T^T 
^ t fog f % 29°/ 41*WH % w r "55^1 w i 3Tq?nirri 
r^r. j W w w w 3tk i7j7. +)<feyMi ^T I > I « M if^fr; 
1.6°/ aft 0.2°/ «TTI T^S" -^ HWit i f 39.9°/ "apRi 4>Xf^ i^ " 
3ft: 48.4°/. q^. fitfiwhrWH $ i i ) : i f aft: ^ fe 
^\ ^*\<H ??m: 11.6°/ 3ft: i-/ «n i ^ M W ^ 3f it. 
(70.4°/) *N 
Mwi<id ajHW+t *f M'^+<UI ^>T inner 
H<H<Hlc1r 3<H|i|+t P^T ^+<<J| 1983 % " ^ f3TT 
«n 3ft: Rlbfvji^  ^ t Hi(rw+r) i f stm im& ytrHi^H+ 
«TTI 3ftfiT ^Tf^f TffZ ^ff 1979-82 3^% i f %^T 
596.8 "2R *ft, 1983-88 "^1% "^t 90.8°/ "33^t f^ «S(l^ l 
f t 1137.8 "S^T iff "*Pftl "zMtf^ T 3iHW+t ^ f ^T^ 
^•^^H^rq 3 # ^ ^ ^ i % ^ - 5 ? ^ 3 f t : - ^ T T ^ R 
cT^ ft i f ^f^RT 4<M<Hld 3)M|A|+t ^ t ^HT 3 3TRTH 
^ f e TWZ $ 1983 % "gFrse: -iffe M ^i4ti 
^ ^ i f e ^ f i 3+i^m if iPgs ^nt% (44.7°/) «fti 
"3T^T +Xf^-it" % **it w ^nt^T^t i f ^rrcft TTM i f 
(28.4°/) 4t«JWM "fcn i ^ n f % T%cw: CT*F ^5t "q^^ 
i f ^ . i f "*jg^ «ni TRT^ % "^r cHf 15 ^cr aft: R^t ; 
23 
t [ I ' ^ # q ^ ^ t 3n|T %TR5(cff Hl£w=fl T^3?f 
^RT3?f % "ijflqoT %%r
 1 9 7 5 -fif ^  ^frmT P^T WTt*T 
^ t WW I I S "f*T3TC ^ f WfWF «4><rMI ^ ^#f«RT 
l ^ ^ ^ f f ^ i 3RK TfejC^f 1 ^ "^ «TT 80 ^P 
^ ? "T*ft f [ l ^ R T " f t ^ % ^rcq 1975 3 ^ 1986 
% T*fa ^ r Tfmtff *PT y-»(MH -Rrfc -for if 1%*TT P^T<TT 
*TTI ert^r Hm •tfrrcff afK i??EfJT r^4rat ^ °[fe % 
1987%"3TCI ^ as^ WT "^ ^  f^HI**Tf % TRT if y^MH 
%%q^ fe r ^n i w ^ r c ^ fa if T^ if Pmfad 
R^T?R feflfiTT 1990 % TJF? f3?T I 
^ T ^ : ^ ^ w if 97 ^ r " ^ M %?f ^T T ^ R 
^R*T T^R^ P W H i f "^tm It I «£l^M ^ t 3*c# i f 
40 % 50 ^ f TfTOT TRT i f T I^T^T ^ ^1 
^taTfawfarT afk -5n^t ^T fa^d facRU| C | ^ R 
aflr 3Rff (1982) % ^RT ftfi£ ^ft ^ tri "fcr if 
*pfa -?fqm R^cWT "flTSfrcoKT: 6 % 18.00 ^  rl¥ ^TcT 
" ^ ^ t "^ reiKORRT 17.00 Wt ^ "5TFTT %l HrHH 
Sff i f H | ^ % ^  Tjc^ Ef ^ r g -^r ^H s^tSRT % 3TOK 
3 f k 1 ^ r an^K ^fr -ansnfsrat OJMT fa^ld+ I?I«MM1 
% iftm ^ftq; -*ft ^pfr»T fan ^T "wraT ^ i 
• ^ • ^ • T T ^ f ^ K ^ M " # 5 ( c r % l xrsfi "#^f TJTT ^ ? ^ 
^ # m - 3 ^ * P l % " ! [ l ^ ^ t Tpft H«4l?l4t % 3TRSTT 
^ "g%rT 3fR " ^ 1 ^ "ql^ ff % 3T¥|lef % TSfTKOT W&H 
% ^R "^rcf % 3M<i<u| %5?s i f y | ^ -^ afR-cRi? -^t 
%TW R^cT t£ I T$ M TTc^H %Wt, ^TR% P^T 
^ w afk -HtaR "?n<f TM if afk ^rjff ^ f t • ^ c w 
"^1% " ^ ^ 1 
^ r -^n f^f ^T Tifa ^RrR r^ ^ T "TO ^  ^ t f t 
"fcRT^ t i f " ^ ^R% TTepepT 3fR T^ WFT 1^ TT3ff ^ -mm 
fcT "^ "^T ^5WR 3WMHH i f •=^ ?T T^rFEPT ^p f ^ 
T T f ^ t l ^|e|HII i f ^fk ^ t «*WWH 3T5R«IT i f 
Tift ?TcS!FT * T T I^T •fosfPft ^Rcft ^ I ^?ft fitt 
^ # f I WF\ f^\ V® % WW ^ ^MRrlH i f mft 
% sfo: w - g ^ % <^d^H -^H+^i "9f% % T^Z ^m 
"5% j^C % %W •^ Wct f l 1^ T J^T R^cWfT 10-40 Tft 
^ t -n^if if ^ftr % -dt Tift -R??^ 20 ?ft ^ t T^nf 
if -f%*[T i^mr %i 
Tfrf j^c if 1%MT TT - ^ ^ H I ^ -wm 
TR^ jjT ^ M if (^T-3pmr) 4.Hr«i+ ?re: ^ K^p=R •f^ arraft 
Tift W&& 1 ^T % 3iy?f TicfJ ^cT f l 
?# ^T ^ 37R- 3^" W ^/?(< Sf^mFJ %??, ^ / r t< 
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^¥3PTRT 3JTT ^ 5 f j
 M^«j4f ^ f ¥T£T "tfl^jT HllrW+1 
%n«W % f*}% i f <?T WK "tfflfT Wsf 11 T f f t l r W I 
^ t T^£T ^T T f t l f l WROTcf: I^T f t ^ T t && 
t ^ f t TRT i f y^llfad itcTT i f %^f 25s/. *PT f t ft^TI 
w<r fair T^T m*n \ i for -^m % i f T^CT ^ 
P^T %rt t p i f t 3TBTC1 %%T cftf 1990-91 3jk 
1991-92 % Rfl«R % 3#?f <H? P^> "qfa ' f l f f t ^ 'ST^ T 
# "T f^t t [ *TW <£NT ^ T 3fTT Tift 1<*11 TWT ^ PT% 
$1 1990-91 % c?t*H ^m -tfTlUfT % T51 i f 3T1TSFT 
^ 3 IT W<T ^ f 1^¥ 2315.1 ~&\ sft i t TTf% -R^T 
% W 1 668.1 ZT *ft I H f ^ R 1 ^ 3?k 1^3 ^T 
I f fosTRTT ^  1% l^ l f t Tift ^Rf%T i f a 1TT9TT T^CT 
WcT 'q^¥ ^ "RTSfT "far HrHH ^ t aFTSTT ^P1 «ft H l f t 
*r^r ^r forlT-i^tft i99o-9i ^i*rft s f T r i r ^ l t i i 
if ^ t 3Nt «ft i T i f t i ^ ^ ^ - s ^ T T ^ ^ - f o f a r 
1990 3 3fk PlH<1H "RT< 1991 if "fcpt^  ^ t 1*ft \\ 
I $ R if ^ "5fnr <fr Rtf«R i t w$ CRJ ^ ?f aicrtsr Trft 
i ^ n %t^ T a^f^r %i •% •<&{ ajk ftsuj T^T % 
Trft 1c*?R 1^¥ 3fTT tpTW ^ t TT£T % ft*t«T°T 1*/t 
TT %^T H T t% ^WT i«r if ^j/frr w i f^te TO if 
3r^WH^3T^3Tfsrc?«tTi Pi<0^uii^ =r "?nft ^ R^Nt 
3 f^\ 1ST % 3kH W1 T^¥ • % T?«T if 7M 1^¥ 
^t 3 ^ ^5?f «TT i l ^ ' f t R^3 ^ : ^fte i«r i f artsr^  
VJ77/?T #ra?°r 
WFT ?rrccfrT "^nt ^ r «n (2iy.) i ^ t Ti5f^ iflJr 
(9'/.) ^ t ^ l t (3°/.) 3RT ^ H -9WK *ft TrajlvPff (2*/) 
^1f i4 t (56°/.) ^T «n I 1fl% Tft% HRGlvril ^iMr 
(34%) 3n4t I ? M 3Rq R^¥ ^ N t (2"/.), '5F$ftt (4°/.) 
^f*t (2-/.) afc: - ^ n , t^Hthi-H *TJ<Phi*i anfe (2-/.) «ft 1 
«m 3TFT ^ ^nq -^t Tift TR?PR ^f ^ -#mfT ^T 
iHMH 20 Tft "% ^  "T^Tlf i f "^IT «TT 3fk "^f ^T 
•^T ^ Tlf% •RcPR i f W3 ^ T ^ i f M , ^K^t 
aftr sffaf ^ t 3TmR T^TT, I^T-aR/ncT, ^m 3fk 
MRH«WH 3101^ 1, ^1% ^ r T^g3?r TK ^ H I C H + ^ ^ J R 
•f%*TT"WI Tift RrWH if "9M dKfaifl ^ft ?f^lt 95 
ft iff 3ftr 199 ft ^ft % ^ N «ft I ^T 3ftT TTOI H^fO 
% 3R5IcT i f "RKT "RlSft^ff " ^ yy<sldl %# i t , I f ia.2 
«TT i ^w¥ i f R+=)R<i 1 w 79% aftr t^rfqfn "f^fr 
18'/. 2fl 1^ T %J "R^R i f - 7 M Rs$faAil % TT1«T "??r 
^ r y M ^ H l f ^ ^ H T ^ T ^ ^ K ^ t 3RIT i f f ^ T 1?n I 
Tift I r P R i f ? M dl<Rl4t i f 13% ^T 3TI1R11 W I 
f3TT, i9'/„ ?^T 3(mT ITT, 22'/. >^T T^ > ^l*IT H I WX 
f3TT 3flT 46-/. ^PI ^tlcft «fl "f^ T % *IcWH ^f ? M 
H«4&4t i f 1% ^T 3TTRWnT 1TI f8IT, 12'/. 3Tr*JT ITT, 
32°/. T^ » l^*TT ITT WT 3ftT 55"/. " ^ t ^ T UTI 
T?1 1 Tift HrHH i f 7 M ITTt "^t ^T«nt 170 
ft ~$t afir 275 ft Tft % "^N T^t aftr yfci^F aniH 
182 ft "Rf, 192 ft "Jft 3fk 227 ft # ^ T "*MI 
I T 3T1T 1RT ^ n f M P^T 3R5M 1:0:64 «TT I i r f^T^t 
if 3ffft^T 3flT 5c(^ (M'<| fTOT 3{fsr5p f^ I t??TifT5p% 
i q -srPT3T % 3TWT?W ^ fo*^\ i f 1PR?T: 10-/., 39*/., 
27'/. 3ftT 10'/. ITT f 3TT, 3TTSTT ITT f 3TT, T^ f^«TT 1T*T 
W3 f3TT 3TTT ^ T ^ T 1ZTTI Tift I ^ R i f WJ 
•pn 3TTRTfH % W3 «TRSft 3ffr ^t*I% % ^C 3f|T 3TTETT 
i t 3HHISW I f "gt^ cT ^T% |f t% TRT % W ^ R^Plili 
^ M ^T ^5T i f ^RTT ^f?r ^ 3T>T 3TT?frT f I TTft 
I r W I i f W3 I K f t l t ^ TTOT STftsp «ft cTT ^ 1 % i f 
I T ^?t yfdVkkll 3TflRT «tTI 
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^\*\^< if ifo "#TTOt % *rfrq; TRT ^  for if ^mr 
fcd«K-a#r Twf^r if y-^ ifaci ^#r f^Ri?ff % W<T R*F¥ 
•^ Fffr 3T^ sfr «fr i Tift TT^FT for ^ HIICWA % T^CFT 
^*r ^ 3 «$w+ -^n $ i ^ r ^ "™? 3 soy. 
Tift "RrPH %#^ ^n% t> ^ iff ftj|b|d: ^ T TO i f I 
^m ^#, w-3<*>? 3 ^ M ftatff % mkw=fl "#R?i3?f 
^T "9TIW "ft T^ T %l ^M ^t 3 "Mfitig if ^PPT 
"P?ifT % ^tftq 3^Rq 3 ?m?t «racft f t i ^ f r HRUIIH 
RcHH Rffif ^T JMMH ^3*T HcKW «Nf"R" 60 "R^T^Of 
"R" f^TcTT | [ l TRtRT <T2T ^K 1985-89 % ^KM *t f tyd 
"£M TR^FT 3m; q<q<HW ft*T ~mft % *|ftH 18,712 
^ T ~msrfi am: w ^ ^nflrat ^r zmm fan «TTI 
+lf^lR| % %TT3RT ^ T ^ f cTtTT Tte 1085 "*ft, ^ f t t 
CRT tter 830 "*ff, s t k w "f^ rfoT 495 "tft ^ t t r i ^ 
500 "iPfrfcTRtcT 3m: 50 ^ % " ? M T " ^ K ^ ^ ^ t STRm 
t [ l 4%cl %?f ^  3i(dR=K1 H<H<HM 3IMW+! ^ T iff 
T ^ H +|R|R| % t^cTT %l 
fl4)WViVt« 3m: 3 ^ y u ^ i ^ *J«*I?I4I % R ^ , T^OTCT, 
* 3^TCt: ^ t T*R X^ i 3TK 3m{ % "RSRT 
•5*1% "m SPT i f *Hifa<i ^ "tfRrcff %> ^ fa T$\ yld^iPwi 
^ r ^ r ^ m f t ^ i TRIIR Tift TJCWT ?§^n ^ ^ : % 
3#r «RT % ^ nr T ^ f f -^ 1%^ ^TCTT «n, "f^r # ^ * f t 
3tK -R c^K> ^ ^ F^=T "R^ftt % ^TRft <d«HW«A^  %% 
•R l^ Tift R^c^TVT ^ W<T TJ°M "^CCR M "R t^ I 1^ T 
^ q ^ T ^ T if TirFiPT ^T^ % F^RPT 3m: ^ 1 ^ Rlctf ^T 
^ R M ^ t ^ % ^K°T ^Rl|3?f %J%T Tift ^Rc^H 
f^SFfft f^TVRT> %l 
eft TJfCT ^ ^ T T * 
%^rmti ^i^'?^1^zr^<^HiRT^tti^^R?psr 
^ t %\ Rc |^c(H -?(RRT3ff % R^'KH 3m: ^f%IRaf 
%\ mfaU. 1988-90 % ^ K H W<T " ^ 3#C W% 
^w^ "g#rat 3ftr <iuwi^ «w IqvrfR i^t ^ t T^T "HT^TT 
i^fWTRf % SWK 3^ cRUT if i M ^T tfHWH 6"/. 
% I ^ "3ft?!, H^lR'ld, #T "f%9T, Hiufid«, ^ fe^ 1RW, 
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